
EVENTS AND ORDER: 

Mount Ararat Climbing Wall 

Cargo Net

Hurdles

Tunnel

Balance Beam 

 Crawl Under

Tire Walk

Hula Hoop Walk Through

Log Walk

Quintuple Steps

BUILD A HURDLE

4 - 1’ ½” PVC Pipe

1 - 2’ ½” PVC Pipe

2 - Height of hurdle ½” PVC Pipe

2 - 3-Way connectors

2 - Elbow connectors

The base is formed by placing the 1’ PVC pipes parallel and

the PVC for hurdle height in the upright.  Do for both sides. 

The cross bar is formed by putting the 2’ bar in one end of

each elbow.  Then place the other uprights in the other end

of the elbows. I made varying heights.
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 RAINBOW OBSTACLE COURSE 
MATERIALS NEEDED & INSTRUCTIONS

Outdoor
Obstacle
Course



 BUILD YOUR OWN QUINTUPLE STEPS

1/2” or 3/4” piece of plywood

5 each 8 ‘ 2 x 4 boards

20 washers

10 bolts & nuts

(50 nails/screws)

Wood glue

1) Cut plywood into 5 each 2 foot by 2 foot sections.

2) Cut 2 x 4’s into 2 foot sections.  Need 4 for each step.

3) Place 2 each 2 x 4’s to parallel sides

underneath the plywood and attach through the top with wood glue and

nails/screws. This forms the frame.

4)To attach the kickstands which can angle from 45-60 degrees: Use a 2 x 4 on

each side attached to inside of frame.  Cut inside corner off to allow the stand to

fold up.  Washer on outside and inside edge of bolt. 

Call Charlie (803)331-9792 or Mylinda (803)530-4996

 BALANCE BEAM

10 foot 2 x 4

Cut 4 1- foot sections off and nail/screw crosswise to bottom of 

remainder of 2 x 4 for balance beam.

Since I knew I was going to make several projects, I bought all 2 x 4’s as 10

feet instead of 8 feet.

Misc.Supplies

String w/pool noodles to crawl under

Duct tape crawl hula hoops to tarps to crawl through

Tarp w/rope to crawl through

Tires, or blow up tires

Log

First Aid kit, gloves


